Specification Statements FSH Products
1. High Security Electric Door Strike FES20M monitored
“The electric door strike must be equal to the FSH FES20M model in all respects, be
manufactured from stainless steel, accept voltages from 12 to 36VDC, pre-drilled for extension
lips and be able to be site interchangeable, “power to lock” & “power to open” without
removal of the body cover. The door strike should not contain any loose springs and pins.
The door strike must provide 3 forms of monitoring:
1. Internal locking mechanism (Lock Status Sensor)
2. Door latch/Lock tongue engaged within strike keeper (Door Status Sensor)
3. Anti-tamper monitoring (strike installed within door frame)
The door strike must be provided with a 5 year warranty and fire tested up to a 4 hour fire
resistance rating to both Australian and British Fire Test Standards. The device has to be S.C.E.C.
approved for Secure Areas and has to have a holding strength of up to 1490kg. The device
also has to have a 10mm lip as well as a 5mm extension lip accessory as standard. ”
Product features
 5 year warranty
 Simple power to lock/power to release interchange, no loose pins and springs
 Strike Lip 10mm, pre drilled for extension lips
 Mounting kit included
 Superior holding strength of up to 1490kg
 4 hour fire rated
 Accepts 12 to 36vDC
 Fully monitored including “Anti-Tamper Monitoring” of the strike itself
 S.C.E.C. Approved for Secure Areas
2. High Security Electric Door Strike FES20 non-monitored
“The electric door strike must be equal to the FSH model FES20 in all respects be manufactured
from stainless steel, accept voltages from 12 to 36VDC, pre-drilled for extension lips and be
able to be site interchangeable, “power to lock” & “power to open” without removal of the
body cover. The door strike should not contain any loose springs and pins. It must be provided
with a 5 year warranty and fire tested up to a
4 hour fire resistance rating to both Australian and British Fire Test Standards.
The device has to have a holding strength of up to 1490kg. The device also has to have an
10mm lip as well as a 5mm extension lip accessory as standard”
Product features
 5 year warranty
 Simple power to lock/power to release interchange, no loose pins and springs
 Strike Lip 10mm, pre drilled for extension lips
 Mounting kit included
 Superior holding strength of up to 1490kg
 4 hour fire rated
 Accepts 12 to 36VDC
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